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1. Motivation
When we pass from hadron-light nucleus, light nucleus-light nucleus collisions at 
low, middle and high energies to relativistic and ultrarelativistic heavy ion  collisions 
we get the new and unequal  possibility: to create   the high density and high 
temperature  hadronic matter and to get the information on the properties of the 
matter under extreme conditions.  In such new situation the volume of information 
increases sharply as well as the background information. The Figure illustrates how 
the volume of the information increase with energy  and the mass of beams. Some 
time the background information 
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can grow faster than useful signal information due to the 
reason that the number of secondary multiparticle 
interactions become more and more it is very essential in 
case of central collisions.



It is expected that in central collisions, at energies that are and will be soon 
available at SPS (CERN), RHIC (BNL) and LHC (CERN) the  new phases of strongly 
interacting  matter as well as Quark Gluon Plasma [S. Jeon and V. Koch Review for Quark-Gluon 

Plasma 3 eds. R. C. Hwa and X.-N. Wang (World Scientific, Singapore, 2004) pp 430-490.]) could be formed. In 
these collisions a number of produced particles can be around of  105 (last picture in 
Fig.1) and a natural question arises how could a useful signal separate ? The most popular 
traditional methods of analysing data coming from  high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions 
are: i) the 

correlation analysis [                                                           ], ii) the analysis of 

missing masses [                                                          ] and effective mass spectra 

[                                                            ], iii) the interference method of identical 

particles [                                                           ] etc. These ones are very sensitive 
to background information.

Therefore it is necessary to look for and apply new methods, new approach to data 
analyses at relativistic and ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions which would be not so 
sensitive to background information. 



2. Random Matrix Theory for data process at low energy.

The Ref. [M. L. Mehta, Random Matrices, Second ed.(Academic, New York, 1991).] introduced 
method on basic of Random Matrix Theory  to explain the statistical 
fluctuations of neutron resonances in compound nuclei [C. E. Porter, Statistical 
Theories of Spectra: Fluctuations (Academic, New York, 1965).] (see also Ref.[ T. A. Brody, J. Flores, 

J. B. French, P. A. Mello, A.Pandy, and S. S. M. Wong, Rev. Mod. Phys.53, 385 (1981).]) which dose 
not depend on the background of measurements. Let us consider the main 
points of this method.
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To analysis the energetic levels of compound nuclei the p(s) function is 
defined. This is the function of distances between two energetic levels. It can 
be defined using the general distributions for probability of all kinds of 
ensembles [                                                                                                ]

Here  is index of  universality which can get the values 1,2 or 4 for different
statistics. If =0 so we will get the Poisson type distributions. 



In case of two dimension matrix using  the formula for probability one can 
get 

here s the distance between two neighbor levels , D 
average distance between the levels. The values of the parameters A 
and C can be obtained from conditions:  

The first one is a condition of normalized total for probability and second one 
does a condition of normalized average between levels distances. 



At =1 the integral for p(s) gives Wigner type behavior  

It means the repulsive force appeared between the levels. Therefore if we have 
got the energetic levels iv normal conditions  so their p(s) distribution will have
Passion type behavior and if the levels were excited so we will get Wigner type 
distribution.  

Ehtiram Shahaliev has prepared the package of program to define the p(s) 
functions for all kind of reactions (shah@sunhe.jinr.ru).  









3. The applying of RMT for high energy physics.
It is idea of E. Shahaliev to apply method of RMT to data process for 
nucleus – nucleus collisions  at relativistic and ultrarelativistic energies. The 
secondary particles produced at low energies and defined the p(s) functions. 
In this step we  try only to get some signal of appearing the Wigner type 
distribution in the experiment. 

We considered the events with more than 10 particles as well as the method is 
statistical one. 
Our analyses has been done for different range of values of the momentum for 
pecondary particles.



3.1 First signal.

Fig.1

In the Figs the data were presented for: the particles;
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First signal.

Yes, the Method works!!!!!!

To test the scale 
dependences of the 
results we  changed  of 
the scale of momentum in 
I, II and III regions. 
The results did not  
change qualitatively. We 
used as a main parameter 
to create the p(s) 
distribution total energy 
of secondary particles 
instead the momentum 
too. The pictures did not 
change qualitatively.
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In third region we have got



4. Comparison
Above we have noted that amongst the most popular traditional methods 

of analysing data produced at high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions are: i) 
the correlation analysis , ii) the analysis of missing masses  and effective 
mass spectra , iii) the interference method of identical particles etc. The 
results based on such methods are very sensitive to background information. 
On the other hand all new methods cannot give the results which would be 
against these methods. So we tried to compare the results coming from 
these methods and from one on Random Matrix Theory.   

4.1 The two particle correlation analysis. 



4.2 The method of effective mass
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Conclusion
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